POW!

A Plan of Work Template
for Creative Community Projects

WHAT’S A POW?
In a nutshell, a POW is a plan of work that makes you feel like a superhero. It is a stepby-step approach to systematically build your project, program, or event from the ground
up. Creating a POW can lead to goal clarity, better engagement and follow-through,
and a much more effective final outcome. In other words, it helps you manage the tasks
needed to be accomplished to get the job done.

Why should I use one?
We often don’t know what we don’t know, which can be paralyzing when starting
something new. This POW will prompt you to have necessary conversations with
yourself, your collaborators, and your community, such as: “What are we really trying to
do here? Why does it matter? What is our timeline/budget/materials? Who’s doing what
by when? How do we know if this has been a successful effort?”
It’s important to remember that this is both an iterative process and a living document.
(In other words, don’t use a sharpie when filling this out.) As you answer more of
the prompts, you will likely need to edit others, which underscores perhaps the most
important lesson of all: flexibility is crucial in any community-based work.
This POW template is tailored for creative community projects and events, but can be
used in any capacity.
•

If you are an artist beginning to explore collaborative work, community
engagement, or social practice, this is for you.

•

If you’re a community member with little to no experience in organizing
creative projects, this is for you.

•

If you’re someone who just wants to learn more about community engagement
and leadership, this is for you.

In the following pages, you will find some helpful categories to consider when planning
a creative community engagement event, project, or program. Take what works for you
and your community, and leave the rest. Add more. Above all, use this framework as a
jumping off point in your work.

A hint: Before you get started, read through this POW. Notice what resonates with

your project ideas before you dig in. Note questions and topics that you hadn’t thought
of before you begin. Are there topics that are missing for your project?
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Steering Committee
Begin by forming a small committee. Your steering committee will be the champions
and cheerleaders of your project: they will engage with your community, make budget
decisions, help determine outcomes, and will be dedicated to supporting this project
from start to finish.
The scope and length of the project will dictate the size of the committee. It is tempting
and easy for communities to rely on the STP (Same Ten People) for legwork, as we all
know people who are organized, reliable, and efficient. However, creative community
projects can often attract new people to the table, such as artists, youth, or the newly
retired, so take advantage of this opportunity. Your committee should always reflect and
celebrate the racial, ethnic, and religious diversity of your community.
After you’ve completed these action steps and formed a steering committee, establish a
meeting schedule that best suits everyone’s availability and a consistent communication
method and frequency, such as email, phone calls, or group chat.

A hint: Cultural competency and cultural awareness training will help you identify

effective ways to reach larger sectors of your community. If your community projects
consistently involve the same STP, consider enrolling in Navigating Difference. Learn
more at https://www.extension.iastate.edu/communities/navigating-difference.

Action Steps
•

Who’s not normally at your table, so to speak? Are there populations of
people that are consistently absent from or left out of typical community projects
and programs? This is a wonderful opportunity to bridge connections with
different sectors of people. Consider spending time walking or driving around
your community. What languages do you notice? What small businesses, places
of worship, or non-profits do you notice? Whom do those organizations serve?
Don’t skip this step.

•

From this list and research, who would you like to get to know?
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Action Steps
•

Create a list of five to ten potential committee members.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

A hint: Before you formally invite individuals to join your committee, do your
homework. Create a summary of your general project idea. Outline what the committee
expectations may be, such as meetings per week/month, the general timeline of the
project, what expertise this individual can bring to the table, and how this project may
benefit them. Express gratitude, and remember that most of us juggle work, family, and
other community commitments. If you have people turn you down, express gratitude for
their consideration. You’ve made a new connection in your community, one that you can
continue to build and support.
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Mission + Goals
Your mission and goals comprise the focus of this project, and become effective ways to
communicate about your project to your community partners and participants.
What are the dream outcomes that ideally will occur when this project is completed?
How could your community be changed for the better? These questions are meant to be
collaborative - ask your community what they envision.

Mission
Your mission is action-oriented. It’s your project’s purpose in one or two sentences. It should
answer three questions:
1.

What does your project, program, or event do?

2.

Who does it do it for?

3.

How does it do it?

The beauty of your mission statement is threefold:
1.

It will guide your activities and priorities, and keep your committee from getting 		
off the rails and in the weeds.

2.

It will focus your funding and budgeting.

3.

It will serve as a sound-bite for engaging your community and increasing 			
support for your project.

Goals
Your goals should support and measure your mission.
When framing goals, consider making them SMART: Specific, Measurable, Actionoriented, Realistic, and Time-bound. The clearer your goals, the easier they will be to
accomplish.
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A hint:

As you begin a project, program, or event, expect your goals, and maybe
your mission, to shift, particularly after you form your committee. This is good! This
means you will be creating something better than you intended, as you will have the
contributions and expertise of your neighbors.

Action Steps
•

As a committee, brainstorm what you hope to achieve with your project, program, or
event. Focus in on the What, Who, and How.

•

Transform this explanation into three to five tangible goals. Examples could be the
number of community members reached with this program, an increase of local
support of small businesses, heightened community awareness of local climate
issues, the creation of new community partnerships, or x dollars raised for a local
organization.

Mission
1.

What does your project, program, or event do?

2.

Who does it do it for?

3.

How does it do it?

Mission Statement (1-2 sentences ONLY!):
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Action Steps
Goals:
Remember to make them SMART: Specific, Measurable, Action-oriented, Realistic, and
Time-bound.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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1

Objectives (Wait. Aren’t those the same as goals?)
Goals and objectives are often interchanged, which can be really confusing. In this POW,
think of objectives as your action steps for bringing your goals into reality. In other words,
objectives are how you accomplish your goals.

Action Steps
Define your strategies and steps to attain the above goals. Specific and measurable,
objectives should outline the who, what, when, where, and how of reaching each goal.
Goal 1 Objectives
1.
2.
3.
4.
Goal 2 Objectives
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Goal 3 Objectives:
1.
2.
3.
4.
Goal 4 Objectives
1.
2.
3.
4.
Goal 5 Objectives
1.
2.
3.

4.

A hint: If you’ve made it this far and you need additional support, consider
connecting with ISU’s Community and Economic Development unit lo learn more about
community goal setting, strategic planning, and facilitation at https://www. extension.
iastate.edu/communities/goal-setting-strategic-planning-facilitation.
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Target Audience + Participants
(Who are you hoping to reach?)

A hint: “Everyone in the community” is too broad of a target audience. If “everyone”
is your target, you will have a generic, watered-down project, program, or event. Think
of it another way: the flipside of targeting “everyone” is that you end up catering to
the most dominant demographic in your community, and then inadvertently exclude
populations of people who don’t fit into the majority population. Getting really specific
about your target participants requires your committee to do its homework, meaning you
will engage with that population to better understand their needs and desires.

Action Steps
•

Who specifically are you trying to engage with your project or event?

•

Who do you know from this community? Involve them in the planning 			
stage and include as a community partner if they are not already on the 			
committee.
Name:
Contact information:
Name:
Contact Information:
Name:
Contact Information:
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Another hint: Determining your ideal project participants will influence your goals
and objectives. As you determine your target participants, you will need to rework your
goals, objectives, and potentially partners.

Action Steps
•

How does your project or event align with this community?

•

Are there outcomes that this community may value that are not in your 		
goals?

•

Do any of your project goals and objectives conflict with the values and 		
desires of this community?

10
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Partners
Partners differ from the steering committee in that they can provide expertise or support
for certain components of the project, and may benefit from the project outcomes.
Having partners will expand your networks, create momentum for your project, and
expand your impacts.

A Hint: Just as you did before formally inviting individuals to join your committee,
do your homework. Learn more about the organization or individual. Create a summary
of your project to date, including your mission, goals, and general timeline. Get really
clear on what the partnership expectations may be, such as meetings attendance, what
expertise this individual or organization can bring to the table, and how this project may
benefit them. Express gratitude.

Action Steps
Internal Partners:
•

Who are the groups/individuals inside the committee members’ organizations
or fields that could participate?
Name:
Contact information:
Name:
Contact information:
Name:
Contact information:
Name:
Contact information:
Name:
Contact information:
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External Partners:
•

Who are the community groups you’d like to collaborate with?
Name:
Contact information:
Name:
Contact information:
Name:
Contact information:
Name:
Contact information:
Name:
Contact information:
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Defining Success
Define what success might look like for your project or event. Don’t just consider your
definition of success. What would success mean for the community with which you are
working? Once you have some outcomes, how do you measure the success of this
event?

A hint: Think beyond sheer numbers of people attending the program or event.
Action Steps:
•

What is success for the steering committee?

What are ways you can measure this success? List possible evaluation 		
methods.

•

What is success for the target participants and audience?
Another hint: The steering committee doesn’t decide this. Ask potential 		
participants.

What are ways you can measure this success? List possible evaluation 		
methods.
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•

What is success for internal partners?

What are ways you can measure this success? List possible evaluation 		
methods.

•

Success for External Partners:
Another hint: The steering committee doesn’t decide this. Ask external 		
partners.

What are ways you can measure this success? List possible evaluation 		
methods.

A Final hint: Does defining success inspire you to dream bigger for your

community? Consider exploring Leading Communities, a research based leadership
program developed by ISU Extension and Outreach. It is designed to promote
community engagement and increase capacity among community members for
addressing common issues and problems. It is based on four core competencies and
skills related to community leadership: understanding your community, identifying issues
and opportunities, building social capital and mobilizing resources for community action.
Learn more at https://www.extension.iastate.edu/communities/leading-communities.
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Dates + Locations
After determining your target participants and audience, determine where and when
your project should take place. Consider hosting the event, program, or project in a
space that is familiar to the participants, audience, and external partners. People often
feel more included and comfortable their own community spaces.
In that same vein, we often schedule according to our own availability and convenience,
unaware that not everyone abides to the same timetable or calendar. Be sure you pick a
time and date that is most convenient for your participants.

Action Steps
•

Where would the committee like this to take place?

•

Who oversees this space?

•

Do you need permissions, permits, or insurance for your location?

•

Is this a public space?

•

Is this space accessible to your participant group?

A hint:

Accessibility can refer to a variety of things. Look at entrances and exits –
could a person with disabilities access the space? Might the space be intimidating to the
general public, such as an art gallery or museum? Will you have non-English speaking
participants? If so, is local signage in more than English? Consider how you could make
the space more inviting to your participants.
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•

Do you need to provide participants with transportation or gas money to 		
attend?

Meals? Consider dietary restrictions.

Childcare?

Private spaces for breastfeeding?

•

When will this take place? How often?

•

Will your target audience be available then?

•

Do you need a rain date or a rain plan?

18
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Materials
Materials include everything needed to make your event a success, including (but not
limited to): seating and structures, art or craft supplies, food and drink, music and sound
systems, technology needs, and signage. Consider how you will document your event
as well. Do you need video equipment, a good camera, and tripod?

Action Steps
•

What are all the items, materials, and supplies needed for your project?
A hint: Don’t just do this step once. We always miss items the first go round.

•

Where can these materials be procured?
Another hint: Collecting materials and supplies could be a way to create
community engagement for your project. What are creative ways you can involve
others and invest locally in your community? Consider hosting a supply drive, 		
borrowing materials, or possibly asking local businesses to donate.

Item
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Source

Cost

Materials
Item

Source

Cost
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Promotion + advertising
“If a tree falls in a forest and no one is around to hear it, does it make a sound?”
- Anonymous

							

Along those lines, if no one shows up, did your event really happen? Connecting with your
target audience and participant group about your event is no small feat. This should be a
thoughtful and creative component of your POW. Ideally, you will have already begun this
process organically by forming your steering committee, connecting with target participants
and partners, and doing community research. Consider building a simple web presence for
your project.

A hint: We don’t all spend time on the same social media platforms (or social media,

period), read the same newspapers, listen to the same radio station, speak the same
language, frequent the same businesses, community groups, and places of worship. One
or two channels of communication ain’t gonna cut it.

Another hint: Never underestimate the power of in-person invitations. Doorknocking is a very effective way to engage your community.

Action Steps
•

Brainstorm ways to reach your specific audiences. Consider print media,
social media, radio ads or interviews, school bulletins, and local flyers.

•

Will you write a press release?
A final hint: Yes. Yes, you should.

•

Do any materials need to be translated into other languages? If so, how will
this happen?
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•

Create a network list for each member of the steering committee and each 		
major partner. Use this as word-of-mouth promotion if applicable.

Name

Network Contact

Contact Information
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Budget
More often than not, money can be a barrier to creating a successful community event.
A common concern for community projects is money: specifically, how much, who’s
paying and where it’s coming from.

A hint: Many communities make the mistake of overcommitting to an underfunded

project, which compromises the effectiveness and success of the project. Take note of
how much you are able to spend and plan accordingly. Look at the Materials section for
expenses.

Action Steps
•

What’s your overall budget?

•

Who in the committee is managing the budget?

•

Where’s the money coming from?

Another hint: Below are some conventional and not-so-conventional ways to
fund your project. Refer back to your network list for ideas.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Community Foundation grants
Local business sponsorships
Arts council grants (this requires a longer timeline)
Grants from other organizations aligned with your project goals
Materials/equipment drive
Crowdsourcing – online and/or locally
Fundraisers, such as progressive dinners, paint and sip parties, or 			
something aligned with the project or program.

A Final hint: Sharpen your grant writing skils with a Grant Writing 101 workshop.
Learn more at https://www.extension.iastate.edu/communities/grant-writing-101workshop.
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Funds and Income Source

Budget

Actual

Difference

Expenses

Budget

Actual

Difference

Net Amount (Total funds - Total expenses)
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Logistics
This section is for lovers of details and spreadsheets. Here’s where we ensure that all
that planning and research comes to fruition!
Below you will compile every minute detail of your project into a thorough action list,
compete with date and assigned committee members.

Action Steps
•

Look back at each of your previous POW sections and write down each 		
action step item, even the ones that have been completed.

•

Break each big action step item into a series of smaller steps, if necessary.

•

List any remaining action steps that pertain to your particular project.

•

What are the dates of the event? Work backward from the event or 			
program date to determine action items deadlines.

•

Once the action list has been compiled, circulate to the steering committee 		
for members to sign up for assignments.

Action Step
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Deadline

Action Step

Deadline
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Evaluation
Congratulations!! At this point, you’ve wrapped up your event, or the first part of a
series of programming. Whew. Give yourself a few days to process and reflect before
diving into this section. But whatever you do, don’t skip this crucial step. Many times,
once we’re done with something, we’re DONE with something. Remember that this
experience has strengthened your community engagement muscles. Be sure to capture
the lessons you and your community learned throughout the process.

Action Steps
•

Refer back to the Goals and Success sections of your POW for reflection. 		
Be sure to ask your committee members and community partners to do this
as well.

•

What goals were accomplished?

•

What goals fell short? Why?

•

What was successful?
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•

What did not go to plan?

•

What was unexpected, both positive and negative?

•

What would you do differently?

•

How will you make changes to increase success in the next iteration?
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Wrap up
Double congratulations! You’ve not only completed your project, but you’ve also done
the hard work of reflection and evaluation. Before you put your feet up or skip town
for a week to relax, make sure you do these two final and important tasks: publicly
celebrating your community event and thanking your community. Besides being just
good manners, these two things will help to maintain the momentum of goodwill and
help solidify the community connections formed during your project.

A hint: Take a bit of a break before jumping back into another project. Community

engagement work is hard. Creative work is hard. Even the best experiences can be
exhausting. It’s better to pace yourself than to burn out.

Action Steps
•

Look back at the documentation of your event, such as photos taken, 		
videos captured, or any emails from participants.

•

Write down the successes and the positive outcomes from your event.

•

Brainstorm creative ways to communicate the outcomes and successes 		
to your community, such as a letter to the editor, a local news article or 		
radio interview, a digital update to your website and social media accounts,
or a follow-up event.

•

Refer back to your network list and your supply list. Send handwritten 		
thank-you notes or make thank-you phone calls to each person who gave 		
their time, space, materials, or money to assist with your event. Brainstorm
ways you can support the organizations and efforts of these community 		
members in the future.
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RESOURCES
Community and Economic Development Resources:
Iowa State University Extension Community and Economic Development
unit offers range from programs to resources for communities and
individuals. Learn more about what we offer at https://www.extension.
iastate.edu/communities/resources.
Sign up the receive Community Matter Now e-newsletter here: https://www.
extension.iastate.edu/communities/newsletter.

Arts-based Community Engagement Resources:
Springboard for the Arts - https://springboardforthearts.org/
Iowa Arts Council - https://iowaculture.gov/arts
Community Mural Toolkit - https://store.extension.iastate.edu/product/
Community-Mural-Toolkit
Of/By/For All - https://www.ofbyforall.org/
Center for Performance and Civic Practice - https://www.thecpcp.org/

CONTACT
Jennifer Drinkwater, Community Arts Specialist
Iowa State University Extension and Outreach
E-mail: jd1@iastate.edu
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